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ABSTRACT
Given that a sense of purpose may have been left behind with the old
religions of the world, this paper postulates that new spiritual values
reside in two contemporary cultural systems: science and rock music.
Although at first glance science and rock seem to demonstrate two
distinct sets of values, careful analysis shows that they have much in
common, and that a hybrid theatre form made up of both science and
rock music can be of some significance.
Science and rock music are discussed as cultural systems where one's
sympathies towards them are shaped by one's particular exposure to their
multiple social and institutional support structures. Where science can be
seen as a system of control over humanity and nature, rock music as an
industry is revealed to be a part of that very same system.
However the two systems have counterparts which feature cooperative
interaction, rather than control. The final chapter discusses these
counterparts and how science and rock of this form might be integrated
into a multimedia performance. A performance produced by the author
to test these ideas is looked at in some detail.
Thesis Supervisor: Otto Piene
Title: Professor of Visual Design
5INTRODUCTION
Deities come and go. In the west, a pantheon of gods, goddesses,
demi-gods, and monsters found their luster gradually fade as a single,
all-powerful God arose out of the tribes of Israel. Jesus, an advocate of
God, due to a combination of charisma, salience, and proper channeling
of information along current networks, eventually took a right-hand
position to him. Jesus, in turn, made room for various disciples, saints,
prophets, and, in the Catholic faith, his own mother. Many
anthropologists have found the ritual Christmas to be a significant locus
to observe the various roles of these more recent deities. Here we can
also see the assimilation of various pagan beliefs, particularly as
regards the appearance of presents from the sack of a rather elfish St.
Nicholas --or Santa Claus by some accounts.
The process doesn't stop. Even in my own lifetime the glory of Santa
has seen some competition by a reindeer sidekick of his, Rudolph, who,
having been brilliantly animated through the cinemagraphic technique
of clamation, entered at least four of my childhood Christmases,
complete with a catchy song which we sang in school. To my childhood
eyes this particular animal garnered far more interest than Santa Claus
and Jesus combined. Rudolph was small, agile, sensuous, and with his
glowing red nose, somehow transcendent.
This is not to imply that this reindeer was a sufficient replacement for
the older deities. On the contrary. In my cosmos the reindeer only
6lasted a few years, end even then he was seasonal. Given the
competition with other TV characters such as Astro Boy, Speed
Racer, the Monkees and the Brady Bunch, he did not have a chance.
As I reach the end of my twenties, I can see an equivalent process of
worship-and-rejection under way. Although a little more complex in
character, as before my idols have been an eclectic group: the Beatles,
J.R.R. Tolkien, R. Buckminster Fuller, Annie Dillard, Patti Smith,
Joseph Beuys, Laurie Anderson. Like a diety, each one of these
figureheads represents a special perspective on the world, and a
particular set of social and spiritual values.
Deities may come and go, but if my rapid consumption pattern is a
reflection of the larger society, a serious cultural problem begins to
suggest itself. Underlying this accelerating procession of gods in
western history is a well-observed array of social, philosophical, and
technological developments. The ascendency of a single God mirrored
a new view of nature and humanity's relationship to it. God was seen as
having a less capricious effect on his creation, and by the Middle Ages
scholars began to equate patterns in nature with the "word" of God
--accessible to humanity alone through language. Hermeneutics and
exegesis began to flourish during the Reformation and
Post-Reformation period. Concommitantly, humanity discovered its
own written works, and a revival of antiquity was launched. The
Renaissance marks the beginning of philological and cultural
interpretation.
7While humanity's role in the universe became increasingly subject to
discussion, nature, once a broiling source of omens, gained some
distance from humankind, spreading out as an orderly effect of the
original "word" with strict logical-mathematical canons. As nature
came increasingly under the dominion of men and their logic, the social
order, no longer rigidly held by the religious hierarchies of the middle
ages, fell into an unending series of social upheavals. Great
developments in agriculture, shipping, and industry occurred amidst
expanding cities, social diseases, revolutions, and war.
Artistic expression in the late Renaissance is marked by futility and
despair. Robert Brustein, in his book, The 'heatre of Revolt, describes
the heroic plays and Restoration Comedy of the time as exhibiting an
"atmosphere of fake idealism or brutal cynicism, but little interest in
the religious nature of man."1 Shakespeare's heroes are marked by
spells of self-doubt which incriminate all of nature in their depth and
fury.
The death knells of humanity's ties to divinity were finally struck in
1859 by Darwin's Origin of Species. This was joined in the same year
by Marx's Critique of Political Economy, which placed all humankind
in an eternal class struggle soley for the means to production. A far
more direct blow to the religious order came in 1863 with Renan's Life
of Christ which explicitly secularized Jesus. One by one, every domain
of the world which had spiritual meaning fell under empirical
investigation. To this day a great map of empirical knowledge is
spreading over the world, taking up every plant, animal, and mineral in
8its course. The life is being squeezed out of spiritual beliefs which took
thousands of years to evolve. And we find our sense of purpose
diminishing.
As the proofs of life's flat predictability come rolling off the presses,
other cultural industries, equally speeded up by scientific knowhow,
begin to spill forth an endless array of fantasies, "escapes", and
titillations, inadvertantly designed to fill the gaps left by religion's
exile. The list is unfathomable: adventure novels, comic books, rodeos,
burlesque theatre, stereopticon pictures, professional sports, fashion,
movies, television, even museums and concert halls all take on qualities
of "the cultural fix" as a curator friend once described his need to
attend art openings. None of these cultural forms are necessarily
unhealthy, but the rate at which they are invented, and their constantly
changing content, amounts to a dizzying array of spectacles. These are
often ill-suited to presenting a well-rounded, worshipful reflection on
life. As I have found with my own courtship of TV characters and later,
a series of rock stars, intellectuals, and artists, nowhere could I feel
capable of making a life-long commitment. There was always some
new artist, some new concept, some new representation of life which
caught my attention. Needless to say, advertising, marketing, and the
pervasive market economy, cultural diversions in themselves, have
been highly instrumental in this process.
In his book, Popular Culture and High Culture, Herbert J. Gans is very
prudent to point out that people who are highly critical of mass culture,
such as the author of this paper, may simply be projecting their own,
9highly specialized aesthetics onto a very narrow area of the complete
cultural experience. The critic sees stereotyping on TV for example,
while the audience is actually picking and choosing what to see, think
about, and even how to behave in the vicinity of the TV set. To many
consumers the cultural fare is simply not that important, being second
in importance to work and family life, which are complete with their
own images, sounds, and rituals.
...people choose media content to fit individual and group
requirements, rather than adapting their life to what the media
prescribe or glorify. They are not isolated individuals hungering
for, and therefore slavishly accepting, what the media offer them,
but families, couples, and peer groups who use the media when
and if the content is relevant to group goals and needs.2
Gans also points out that the critic's aesthetic taste is also a reflection of
her/his socio-economic position, in most cases upper-middle class, and
that it is difficult for her/him to perceive the cultural reality, and thus
the aesthetic disposition, of taste cultures other than her/his own. In this
respect my own portrayal of a crisis of belief in the modern age may be
somewhat biased. The crisis may only reside in my own
professional-class world, where such things as "determinism", or "the
secularization of Jesus" have any meaning.
But the activities and thoughts of the ruling classes have a way of
affecting the lives of the ruled. And the rate at which new figureheads
or deities appear at all levels of culture is measurably fast. This leads us
10
finally to the task of this paper.
I am challenging myself with a question: what can I contribute to
culture that doesn't get lost amidst this multi-class jungle of fashion,
advertising, and pop stars? What medium, what language, and what
content could I consciously choose that would echo and perhaps
reinforce something good and beautiful
deep within our present world? What can be passed down to the next
generation and still have meaning?
I believe the answer must partially be found in the very creature which
lead us into the present predicament in the first place: science. It has
replaced our ancient cosmos with a new one. It has spawned countless
technologies. And it has entered our everyday language so completely
as to be nearly invisible to us. Science shapes our world and must
somehow be recogned with if we want any input into the process
ourselves. It is also a constant, nay burgeoning, presence the world, far
older and ubiquitous than the aura or values transmitted by any single
pop figure.
But what exactly is science and how can it possibly be coopted into an
artistic mission equivalent in power and sensitivity to the ancient
religions it has replaced? Chapter One investigates science as both an
intellectual method and a broad cultural system. The writings of
Thomas Kuhn and Jurgen Habermas are examined in an effort to
discuss science both as it operates in a research institute, as well as it
performs as an extended cultural system.
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Where science can be seen as an intellectual system producing, among
other things, a picture of nature and our relationship to it, it partially
fulfills an aesthetic need for veracity or truth. But due to the pragmatic
character of the scientific method there is nothing inherently warm or
inviting about that truth. To some degree, of course, scientific images
of nature which are closely alligned with their older counterparts, will
project some of the nuances of these ancestors. At times astronomy will
offer a degree of pathos inherent to the star-gazing activity of almost
any culture.
But the nuances of nature, as seen through science, must be drawn out
and amplified. Research science is all too willing to simply let its
findings disappear into technological applications or a vast network of
libraries. It is not packaged for purposes of worship. Chapter two
investigates the cultural systems behind rock music in an effort to scope
out rock's potential as an amplifier and interpreter of science. As an art
form, rock has many moods and characteristics, not all of which would
suit this mission. But like science, rock and roll has a grip on society
that is pervasive and unlikely to disappear. As a form, rock is bigger
than any single one of its practioners. But more importantly, there is
something about rock's atmosphere of warmth and sensual interaction
that is antidotal to the crisis of belief which has been addressed. The
second chapter discusses this atmosphere.
Although the traditions and rhythm's of rock can generate conviviality,
there is often a pronounced lack of intellectual depth to the lyrics.
Emotional, rather than mental, sincerity is the rule.The third and final
12
chapter discusses how rock's visceral atmosphere may be given a more
solid base through a ritualistic integration of scientific images and
themes into a rock performance. In the spring of 1986 A multi-media
hybrid of rock music and science was tested at M.I.T.'s Center for
Advanced Visual Studies. This performance is used as a reference to
consider the ultimate spiritual value of such a fusion.
13
CHAPTER ONE:
THE CULTURE OF SCIENCE
SCIENCE AS TRUTH
"Science is to describe the unknown."3
--anonymous M.I.T. student
"Scientific illustration is by definition accurate drawing. The goal of
the scientific illustrator is to show the observer the same image that he
had when he looked at the specimen."4
--Phyllis Wood in Scientific Illustration
"Understanding the properties and behaviour of materials and
structures, both natural and artificial, and the processes involving these
materials and structures, is the key to solving such enormous societal
and technical problems as infrastructure deterioration and
rehabilitation, energy and mineral resource extraction, and waste
storage and disposal."5
--from the program to the 1986 Industrial
Liason Symposium at M.I.T.
The statements above are from disparate sources, but they demonstrate
a fairly similar conception of science. It is seen as an acutely accurate
method of knowing the world. The first quote, by a college student,
places science squarely in the role of objective observer, implying that
anything known can only be so through science, and anything outside its
description has not been fully known. The second quote, from a recent
guide to scientific illustration, suggests that what an illustrator sees can
be transferred, via strict observation and visual records, to another
14
viewer. In the first sentence "science" is equated with "accurate" to
indicate that through science a perfect conveyance of perception can be
achieved. The last quote is taken from the program description to a
symposium at MIT on industry. Like the first two statements it suggests
a picture of science which is complete in its power to describe, but in
this case so complete as to facilitate the eradication of major social and
material problems. The metaphor of the key is offered, suggesting that
proper understanding of natural "properties and behaviour" is as
simple and decisive as finding the correctly shaped instrument, and that
this instrument can be so complete as to unlock vast social and material
problems.
The image of science which these three statements conjure up can be
found almost anywhere in our society. From grade school on up, we
are taught that science is precise and objective, that it offers the only
true view of reality. We can blindly depend on people who employ
science in their work because we trust that through its accurate gaze
they know more confidently than we, the reality of their respective
territories. Doctors, bridge builders, airplane manufacturers, and drug
companies all have our trust. They seem to know what's really going on
in our stomachs, on our bridges, or in our 2,000 foot ascent into the
clouds. Scientists and their industrial counterpart, technologists, have
become highly influential, surpassing traditional figures of authority
such as religious and political leaders. We might listen attentively to a
priest or rabbi's urgings to be good to our fellow humans, but what
happens if one of them were to suggest sin as the cause of a toothache?
At most, we might bow respectfully, but it is almost certain we'd be on
15
the phone to the dentist before the next wave of pain.
This popular conception of science as offering an accurate and
trustworthy view of nature stems from an identity it has developed
historically. The sociologist R.K Merton identifies four basic features
of this identity, which he calls "the ethos of modem science":
universalism, disinterestedness, organized skepticism, and
communism.6 Universalism here refers to the notion of one world with
one, ultimately objectifiable, reality. Disinterestedness and organized
skepticism are the pre-requisites for achieving sound research results,
and communism refers to the spirit of a shared commitment to the first
three values. This ethos has been highly instrumental in building our
belief in science's objectivity.
The physicist Hans C. von Baeyer sees science as an evolving tradition,
subject to all the colorful vicissitudes of any cultural activity. Where
Merton describes the present "ethos" of science, von Baeyer points out
that throughout science's development, certain themes have repeatedly
emerged, suggesting the existence of unspoken cultural, or perhaps
even biological, predispositions for a certain kind of knowledge.
Among these themes are the search for symmetry, generality, and
parsimony in axioms and models, the concepts of causality and
conservation of matter, the usage of statistics and probability, the
attention given to the observer's point of view, and the belief in the
possibility of a completely mathematical description of nature. 7
We can conclude from these observations that science is very much like
16
any other human institution in that it is not something residing in nature
for all time, simply waiting for a chance to be "tapped into" or used. It
is a construct of our culture. In an essay appropriately titled
"Objectivity", the sociologist, Max Weber, says that science has validity
only to those who are initiated into its ways, i.e, included in the
workings of a society which employs it. This is a view of science which
takes into account the anthropological fact that there have been, and
there still exist today, other cultures outside our own which don't
practice science, and yet have systems of thought and industry which
are well-functioning and satisfactory to its members. To Weber the
world-view of any culture, scientifically inclined or not, is ultimately
subjective. Our perceptions cannot be comprehended, let alone shared,
without a mental ordering system preestablished by our culture. Any
conception of things is a way of packaging perceptions according to the
explicit and inexplicit ways we have learned from our cultural
environment. Weber says:
The objective validity of all empirical knowledge rests
exclusively upon the ordering of the given reality according to
categories which are subjective in a specific sense, namely, in that
they present the presuppositions of our knowledge, and are based
on the presupposition of the value of those truths which
empirical knowledge alone is able to give us.8
And also:
It should be remembered that the belief in the value of scientific
truth is the product of certain cultures and is not a product of
man's original nature.9
17
SCIENCE AS PARADIGMS
The conception of science as a system of thought which provides an
objective view of reality, has been shown to be a fairly popular one, but
not all that favorable to scholars who have carefully looked at science.
The science-as-truth conception is thus a notion only favorable to those
completely ensconced in our own culture with no opportunity to
mentally, and perhaps physically, distance themselves. But perhaps
another reason why objectivity is so thoroughly believed to be science's
trademark is that objectivity is an experience, a presumed condition of
a single mind, which, we unavoidably see as an instrument of individual
scientists and not of whole cultures with their presuppositions. Science
then becomes alligned with the people who do scientific research,
particularly the ones who attach their names to scientific theory. We
are introduced to science through the big names in school, so the myth
of the objective scientist single-handedly making discoveries is almost
inevitable.
But as we discussed, science resides within a whole culture, its truths
being ordered and thus validated by the larger culture's institutions and
beliefs. Thomas Kuhn, in his seminal treatise on science, The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions,helps to destroy the myth of the objective
scientific figurehead, spurning the idea that objectivity is attainable at
all. He points out that there is currently a "historiographic revolution"
in the study of science which asks, for example, not what Galileo's
relation is to modem science, but how he operated in his own group. 10
18
Echoing Weber, Kuhn says:
...those once current views of nature were, as a whole, neither less
scientific nor more, the product of human idiosyncrasy than those
current today.11
Scientific ideas are not inherently objective and simply tagged onto
existing knowledge. Historically, each time an important new theory
rose to prominance it was accompanied by an overhaul of the whole
world picture, and was due to a number of special changes in the
scientific community. The key to the perception of objectivity is
sufficient validation from ones paradigm. 12
According to Kuhn a branch of science becomes mature or "normal"
when those doing research begin to share a paradigm. That is they rally
around the same concrete models of procedure and theory. It is
important to emphasize the significance of shared procedures, for we
can all too easily see science as simply a body of knowledge. The
procedures and manner of investigation, the categories of phenomenon
deemed appropriate to the field, and the social structures built up to
identify authenticity and to deseminate research results, all join
theoretical models to form a paradigm. 13
Prior to the formation of a paradigm, a field is made up of many
competing schools of thought and research method. Before Benjamin
Franklin's research drew many advocates there were as many views of
electricity as there were experimenters. And although techniques of
animal breeding have been known for thousands of years, biologists
19
have long been in disagreement as to how it worked at a physiological
level.The first universally received paradigms for Heredity did not
come about until relatively recently through Watson and Crick's study
of DNA. 14
Although one can never state exactly when a paradigm has been
formed, there are a number of general indicators: the formation of
specialized journals and specialist's societies, a place in academic
curriculums, and the write-up of first principles in textbooks. 15 Once a
paradigm is formed a number of "mopping-up operations" take place.
These are 1) a redetermination of previously known fact along the lines
of the new paradigm (which includes the development and refinement
of the technique and technology to do so); 2) matching theory with
empirical evidence; and 3) resolving problems pointed to by the
paradigm, but as yet unsolved --these include the determination of
quantitative laws and universal constants, and applying theory to
closely related phenomenon. 16
The purpose of these "mopping-up operations" is to articulate and
refine a paradigm, but never to severely challenge it. As Kuhn puts it,
"Normal Science does not aim at novelties of fact or theory and, when
successful, finds none." 17 However, due to the thoroughness of normal
science's systematic refinement, new and unsuspected phenomenon are
inevitably uncovered. But discovery is not quick. It involves an
extended process of conceptual assimilation marked first by oversight
of phenomenon which deviate from the paradigm, the gradual
emergence of both observational and conceptual recognition of such
20
anomalies, and finally a change of paradigm categories, theories, and
procedures. The final change is usually accompanied by a great deal of
resistence from other members of the particular scientific community,
many of whom have vested interests in the old paradigm and/or have
routinized their thoughts and behavior along its patterns. 18 Eventually,
if the new theory and approach gains enough support, it will have
repercussions throughout the old paradigm, modifying it, and thus
starting a new process of articulation and refinement.
There are no absolute proofs of the value of one paradigm over
another. The favored paradigm ultimately just "seems" better to the
community in question, and need not explain all the facts with which it
has been confronted.19 The final arbiter of a paradigm's value may in
fact be the community's aesthetic sensibility, in which lies a particular
distribution of the guiding themes of science (symmetry, parsimony,
generality, causality, etc.). Where the adoption of a new paradigm
involves a radical change in the emphasis of one theme or another
--such as in physics, the revamping of the constancy of time and space
forced by the theory of relativity-- the shift is revolutionary, involving
a transformation at all levels of the discipline's culture and
world-view.
21
SCIENCE AS CONTROL
"...I believe that by subjugated knowledges one should understand
something else, something which in a sense is altogether different,
namely, a whole set of knowledges that have been disqualified as
inadeguate to their task or insufficiently elaborated: naive
knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the
required level of cognition or scientificity. I also believe that it is
thru the reemergence of these low-ranking knowledges, these
unqualified, even directly disqualified knowledges (such as that of
the psychiatric patient, of the ill person, of the nurse, of the doctor
--parallel and marginal as they are to the knowledge of medicine--
that of the delinquent, etc.), in which involve what I would call a
popular knowledge (le savoir de gens) though it is far from being
a general common sense knowledge, but is on the contrary a
particular, local, regional knowledge, a differential knowledge,
incapable of unanimity and which owes its force only to the
harshness with which it is opposed by everything surrounding it
--that it is through the reappearance of this knowledge, of these
local popular knowledges, these disqualified knowledges, that
criticism performs its work."20
--Michel Foucault
This paper has already written off popular conceptions of science as
sociologically naive, and replaced them with a view of science as
clusters of scientists intimately bound up in paradigms which shape
their behaviour and validate their truths. But the fact remains that
popular conceptions of science exist, no matter how unsophisticated
they might be. How did our popular conceptions come about? Certainly
they must be partly a reflection of what goes on in research science.
Kuhn leads us to conceive of scientific communities with finite
boundaries, but don't these scientists circulate with the rest of us? How
22
do the sciences hold up in the wider world where their paradigms
presumably "thin out"?
THE WHITE MALE SYSTEM
In Women's Reality, Anne Schaef maintains that western society, which
has its roots planted deep in white European traditions, is invisibly
structured by such traditions. In that those traditions have been built
predominately by men, we are operating with what Schaef calls the
"White Male System". The basic tenets of this system can be
summarised as follows:
1) The White Male System is the only system that exists.
2) When confronted by a different system, tenet #1 is transformed
to mean: The White Male System is innately superior.
3) The White Male System knows and understands everything.
4) It is possible to be totally logical, rational, and objective. 2 1
Women's Realiiy is based on numerous interviews Schaef has made as a
therapist with women and men. As a form of oral history her writing is
intended, like normal conversation, to make intuitive sense to its
readers. Thus it should come as no surprise that her description of a
White Male System, which she sees as inextricably tied to science,
matches the popular view of science as an objective authority. 22
The ultimate principle behind the White Male System and of science,
23
says Schaef, is that one can be a "god":
Like most religions, the scientific method attempts to describe our
universe and our lives in a way that "makes sense." It aims at
understanding and explaining the worlds within and around us. It
has gone far beyond these goals, however, to reach a rather
astonishing conclusion: that it is possible to control the universe. 3
PURPOSIVE-RATIONAL ACTION
Max Weber looked at key work roles in our society, that of the
capitalist entrepreneur, the industrial wage laborer, the legal person,
and the administrative official, and defined them as "rationalized"
activities. He saw the progressive "rationalization" of society as directly
motivated by scientific and technological institutions.24 Herbert
Marcuse has deepened this analysis by claiming that what seems like
rationality applied to work, is actually a form of unacknowledged
domination over humanity and nature. "Technology," the extension of
science into the larger society, becomes synonymous with "control."
Marcuse says:
the very concept of technical reason is perhaps ideological. Not
only the application of technology but technology itself is
domination (of nature and men)--methodical, scientific,
calculated, calculating control. Specific purposes and interests of
domination are not foisted upon technology "subsequently" and
from the outside; they enter the very construction of the technical
apparatus. Technology is always a historical-social project: in it is
projected what a society and its ruling interests intend to do with
men and things. Such a "purpose" of domination is "substantive"
and to this extent belongs to the very form of technical reason.25
24
J6rgen Habermas takes off from Marcuse's position, and postulates that
one end result to purposive-rational action might be a brave new world
of such complete technical control over the human nervous and
endocrine systems as to virtually bypass "norms that are internalized
but capable of reflection."26 This would mean that human experience
would be unnecessary to the maintenance of life --or whatever a
motivationless human/machine system would deem important. States
Habermas: "men would make their history with will, but without
consciousness." 27
But, according to Habermas, within the framework of a scientific, and
rationalized society there lies the hope for an alternative to such a
monstrous line of history. At an institutional level rationalization can
only occur through a process of free communication and inquiry. This
is what Habermas calls symbolic interaction, or communicative action.
It is characterized by cooperation, rather than domination.
Communicative action thus becomes the counterpart to
purposive-rational action, facilitating in rationalized institutions a
decreasing degree of repressiveness and rigidity, and a greater degree
of reflection. 28
25
PASSION IN SCIENCE
We are left with a dual description of science as a social process
involving features of control over, as well as cooperation with
humanity and nature. Habermas draws this conclusion from his
discussion of science as a process which extends throughout society.
Thomas Kuhn indicates that the evolution of research science is marked
by a cycling of paradigm-controlled research with discovery
emancipated from such control. It is in the second process, cooperation
with humanity and nature, which I believe the passion of science
resides. The release from control into an open-minded observation of
nature can be an intense experience for many people. Although the
degree of true "communicative action" can vary immensely, it is akin to
the process of love-making where an exchange of signals takes place on
a mutually supportive basis. The well-known exclamation "eureka!" is
a testament to the passion of science, along with sleepless obsessions
with problem-solving, and a commitment to a more parsimonious
model of nature.
26
CHAPTER TWO:
THE CULTURE OF ROCK AND ROLL
ROCK MUSIC AS MUSIC
Like science, rock music is multifarious. Like science, it can be
analysed as a practice of specialists, or it can be seen as a culture which
spreads throughout society, influencing thought and behaviour. It is not
just jumpy music played with drums and electric guitars, but a vast
cultural industry, providing a source for youth identity and fashion, a
form of social commentary, and for many, a backdrop to both work
and play.
The nature of Rock and Roll at its birth in the 1950's remains the
dictionary definition: "Popular music combining elements of rhythm
and blues with country and western music and having a heavily
accented beat."2 9 Since the fifties however, many variations have hit
the airwaves and record stores, combining elements of the original
formula with other musical and thematic forms: folk, soul, country,
glitter, surf, bubblegum, psychedelic, heavymetal, disco, punk, new
wave, funk, and jazz rock. All of these musical styles have their special
fans, but they have all been played by self-professed "rock" radio
stations, and for the purposes of a definition, can be lumped under the
heading "rock music".
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As a musical form, rock cannot be fully comprehended if it is stripped
down to its score. The simple time structures, repetitive phrasing, and
uncomplicated chords, combined with straight-forward lyrics, might
seem musically hollow to the classically oriented observer. But these
structures are only the beginning of a fully realized rock piece. They
provide a base for the musicians and vocalists to build a far more
complex medley of personalized sub-rhythms, textures, vocal nuances,
and in the case of live performance, movement. The power of the music
lies in its emotional expression, in its raw human presence. In a recent
interview in Time magazine, the folk-rock poet, Bob Dylan,
commented:
What voice I have, what little voice I have -- I don't really have a
good voice. I do most of my stuff with phrasing. I think of myself
as just having an edge when it comes to phrasing.30
When rock music is stripped of its live presence, of its nerves and
sweat, it can be dreadful. For every performer who has charted a fresh
new sound, there may be dozens of imitators who, devoid of the
sincerity of the originator, produce lifeless music. In these cases the
sparsity and repetition of the music's basic structure is all that comes
through to the consciousness of the listener. Says Dylan of a lot of
recent studio-processed music: "A lot of the roll is gone from the music
I hear, sure it is. Things got to have roots. There are still roots, but
they're only there on record."3 1
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ROCK MUSIC AS A EUROPEAN ASSIMILATION
OF AFRICAN CULTURE
In the visual arts the early German Expressionists drew much of their
inspiration from "primitive" African art, which, in the early 20th
Century was being seen in large exhibits for the first time in Europe.
The emotive power of African sculpture caught the eyes of many artists
as they struggled to find an art form that could release them from the
stultifying, post-victorian, industrial culture. The crowning
achievement of the Expressionists was to lift unrefined emotion into the
public domain, bringing both a jarring sense of release, and a
sensitization towards untreated emotional conditions. The key to their
art was the commitment to honesty and a willingness to move beyond
conscious formulas for theme, composition, and style. Many artists
have attempted an expressionist approach to painting, but only a
handful have made it really work. The habits of design have a way of
slipping into the creative process, enervating the results.
As the description above suggests, there are many similarities between
the creative approaches of Expressionism and rock music. It is not
surprising then, that like Expressionism, rock music can be traced back
to Africa. However, where Expressionism was inspired by an educated
appraisal of African art, rock music has a more direct connection. In
jazz, a precursor to rock, various qualities of rhythm, vocal technique,
style of presentation, and even melodic and harmonic structures, have
been shown to have strong similarities to elements in African music.
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One of the trademarks of rock music, its heavily accented rhythm, has
clearly been passed down from African slaves to jazz, and finally to
rock. In an introduction to a record anthology on African and
Afro-American percussion, Harold Courlander says
There is no doubt that drums were widely used in the African
manner in the United States as late as seventy or eighty years ago.
Literature on Louisiana is prolific with references to drums. A
survey conducted in the Sea Islands of Georgia only a relatively
few years ago produced enough evidence that persons then alive
recalled the use of drums for dances and death rites. In Alabama
in 1950 I found the remains of an old peg-type drum being used as
a storage container for chicken feed.3
Due to many years of segregation from the dominant white culture,
black Americans could keep the African temperment alive in their
music. When new audio technology had improved the recording and
distribution of music, the road was paved for a surge in music listening.
Black music, which had been recorded for a black audience, eventually
found its way into the ears of many whites, who would not have been
allowed to enter a black nightclub or dance party. In this way the radio
and the record player became a door into the rich sensuality and
expression of black music. But white assimilation of the music was
slowed by racism, and a certain distrust of its primal flavor.In
Rock'n'Roll Is Here to Pay, Chapple and Garofalo discuss some of the
sexual fears which the music brought on:
Rock'n'roll with its sexuality and blackness also brought out fears
of miscegenation. Alan Freed's national TV show "Rock 'n' Roll
Dance Party" was canceled when Frankie Lymon was filmed
dancing with a white girl. The fifties in America was a time when
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it was necessary for Harper's to warn that integration did not
necessarily mean miscegenation. "It was a time when many a
mother ripped pictures of Fats Domino off her daughter's
bedroom wall. She remenbered what she felt toward her Bing
Crosby pin-up, and she didn't want her daughter creaming for
Fats," recalled Russ Sanjek, now vice president of Broadcast
Music, Inc.33
ROCK MUSIC AS BUSINESS
Black gospel, blues, and jazz, originally marketed as "race" music,
eventually received the more palatable name, "rhythm and blues." One
perceptive business man, Sam Phillips, the owner of Sun Records, saw
the immense appeal and sales potential of rhythm and blues, but found
white prejudice towards its originators to be a major hurdle. "If only I
could find a white man who had the Negro sound and the Negro feel, I
could make a million Dollars," he was known to say.34 Having
produced a long line of blues records by black artists such as Rufus
Thomas, and Little Junior Parker, Phillips knew just what he wanted
from a country singer by the name of Elvis Presley. He asked Presley to
try a rendition of a song by a black sharecropper by the name of Arthur
"Big Boy" Crudup. The recording became a hit. Originally dubbed as
rockabilly, the art of Elvis Presley was soon followed by other white
artists, Carl Perkins, and Jerry Lee Lewis. It was just the blend of black
sound and white flesh that the music industry wanted. Eventually taking
on the name rock and roll, and being marketed through an expanding
music infrastructure of radio stations and record companies, this new
music won the imagination and the libido of a generation. It has been a
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rite of passage ever since. As the following chart indicates, the
mid-fifties were the beginning of a surge in the recording industry
which has continued almost unabated. Rock music and its spin-offs
comprised the bulk of this business.35
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From a sociological point of view, the development of rock music
cannot be separated from its development as a business. Where rhythm
and blues stood on the margin, by the late fifties rock and roll can be
distinguished as being fully engulfed by the American business culture.
The type of relationship between Elvis Presley and Sam Phillips was
indispensable to the growth of the music.
But from the start there have been problems with this relationship."Big
Boy" Crudup, who wrote Elvis' first hit, also penned a few more hits
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for him such as "Rock me Mama," and "Everything's All Right." But
like many black songwriters of his time, he received no royalties for his
contribution. Blacks, who had little recourse to the white-controlled
legal system, were often given recording and writing contracts which
paid far below their white counterparts. As with "Big Boy" Crudup,
they were often given no royalties. In the name of business necessity,
blacks and women of all races have been squeezed by their promoters
into narrow, stereotypical roles. In Rock Is Here to Pay, Chapple and
Garofalo commented on the marketing of Jimi Hendrix: 36
Industry forces exerted pressure to keep his highly saleable
'psychedelic oversexed black man image,' and they enforce
similar restrictions to stop women from developing images that
do not appeal directly to sexist male audiences.37
These sorts of problems are not inherent to the rock industry, but to the
business world as a whole. The pressure to turn a profit, to take
advantage of every opportunity within a highly competitive market
system, tends to set the tone in business no matter what the service or
product. Writing for "Billboard" magazine, the virtual Bible of the
music industry, Lea Harper said recently,
...Nona Hendryx explained what it means to have a female lawyer
and manager. It means, she said, you walk into offices and watch
the record executives sum you up as easy prey and deal with you
like an imbecile. 38
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PASSION IN ROCK MUSIC
Rock music comprises 80 percent of all records and tapes sold, and is
the nucleus of a $2 billion industry --that's almost half a billion more
than the revenue generated by the film industry, and three times that of
professional sports.39 The business of rock has become so large that it
has fused with the multinational business conglomerates. In that arena
the product is almost out of sight. The picture of modem society
offered by Jurgen Habermas begins to apply more clearly. As we
discussed in Chapter One, one of the qualities business culture can be
traced to science, and is predicated on what Habermas refers to as
purposive- rational action. Control over humanity and nature is built
into the whole web of human interaction, communication, and by
extension, technology. Even rock music, rooted as it is in black
expressionism and youthful white rebellion, becomes caught up in the
technocratic web.
But it has never been taken easily . From the gyrations of Elvis, to the
teddy boys, to the progressive rock of the sixties, to the punks of the
seventies and eighties, a rebellious, passionate energy has periodically
resurfaced in the music. Ironically, each time business interests try to
build a formula for rock and lessen the capricious odds of finding hit
songs and groups, the result is flabby. The smooth, clean-cut sound of
Frankie Avalon and the "schlock rock" of the late fifties and early
sixties, resulted in the only down-turn in rock sales since its start. Disco
in the seventies was another slickly produced form of rock which held a
relatively short grip on its audience.
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What was missing in schlock rock and disco, which can always be found
in the best of rock, was a wild, improvisational quality, a crying out
from the gut, a passion.
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CHAPTER THREE:
SCIENCE AND ROCK MUSIC COMPARED
SCIENCE AND ROCK MUSIC AS COMMUNICATIVE ACTION
Science as a system of control is at the core of our Western industrial
society. Purposive-rational action occurs in every institution from
schools, to supermarkets, to record companies. Pure research
science, which once was far more innocent in its motives, has become
coopted by industry and is often indistinguishable from technology.
Habermas believes that although there is danger down the road if we
pursue this mode of operation too far, inherent in rationalism is
communicative action, a form of free exchange. Given that dialogue
can happen in any language and medium, it may well be that rock
music, in its purest form, is entering the dialogue, and on an
international level. Did white America respond favorably to black
rhythm and blues in reaction to the technocratic structures left behind
by World War II? It may have been a balancing act like German
Expressionism was to World War I. Yet like all expressive arts, it
often gets bandied about by ulterior motives, losing its power and
sincerity. One of these distracting motives, of course, is provided by
the industrial structures which support it. This may seem like an
ironic situation, but it is very much in the nature of dialogue that a
transfer of values and opinions happens both ways. In this sense it is
all important that as a sociological phenomenon rock music is situated
right in the hallways of large corporations, on the radio, and on the
TV. It is out there in the world talking. It can become trite; it can
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become mechanized; but the best of rock remains wild. Ultimately
what we're talking about is not rock music per se, but the spirit of
rock at its best. That spirit is a form of resonance between performer
and audience which is penetrating. It is the two way exchange. It is
communicative action as opposed to purposive- rational action. Rock
music is presently resonating at an international level -- drawing
many disparate peoples together -- and not hiding out as it were, in a
safe, but less significant subculture like the fine arts.
There is a side of science which seeks dominion. But as Habermas
suggests, there is a side which is open and discursive. Although it is
becoming difficult to distinguish from applied science, pure scientific
research, by definition, is not intended to be used towards any
objective except an understanding of nature. Like the best of rock
music, it can be perceived as an end in itself. We can now set up a
model for rock music and science which will fit Habermas' scheme of
rationality:
PURPOSIVE-RATIONAL COMMUNICATIVE
ACTION ACTION
(Domination) (Cooperation/Interaction)
TECHNOLOGY PURE SCIENCE
THE ROCK INDUSTRY ROCK MUSIC
It is important to remember that nothing in the real world entirely
reflects a model. There is a bit of industry in all music as there is
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music in industry. The same holds for science and technology. But in
light of what seems to be an overemphasis on purposive-rational
action, it may be worthwhile to strive for communicative action.
Which brings us to the final point of this paper. As an artist I am lead
to find a way to accentuate the cooperative spirit inherent in such
disciplines as rock music and pure science. And I want to use musical
and visual languages universal enough to reach many people. A fusion
of rock music with imagery and themes drawn from science might
achieve those ends.
SCIENCE AND ROCK MUSIC
IN MULTIMEDIA THEATRE
On the evenings of April 24 and 25, 1986, I presented "Viscera," a
multimedia performance at M.I.T.'s Center for Advanced Visual
Studies. "Viscera" was an abbreviated story of the Solar System and
the Earth using films and diagrams derived from science, and music
which was a blend of classical music and conga drumming. What
follows is a brief overview of the performance. Consult appendices
for cast listing, performance poster, and flow-charts for the piece.
THE STORY
The story of the Solar System and the Earth was derived by initially
consulting standard textbooks to gain some background, and then
interviewing astronomers and biologists at M.I.T. and Harvard
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University. Through a number of different scientists I was able to
determine what the "meat" of the story was by noting what all
renditions had in common. See appendix for a flow-chart of the first
and last versions of the performance. The narrator, spoken by a
woman from Trinidad, Lyn Eccles, provides the skeleton of the
story.
THE SET
The set was designed to both fit the character of the performance
space, a cavernous cube which the audience walks down into, and to
suggest a temple. Four eight-foot square flats were arranged in
quadrants and centered in relation to the walls. The purpose was to
integrate the audience architecturally into the space.
Five very large air-brush paintings of human anatomy were arranged
around the room like saints and deities in a temple. These were not
highlighted in the story until the very end when, amidst the sound of
dripping water, they become oblique references to our biological life
on Earth. Like the effort to arrive at the truist story of the Solar
System and the Earth from an oral history standpoint, these images
were developed very carefully to be true idealized diagrams, based on
existing diagram languages for general anatomy. See appendix for a
summary of how the heart image was developed.
A painting of a sphere is set at the head of the room and is suspended a
couple of inches from the wall to allow back-lighting to fan out from
behind it. Throughout the performance, spotlights, and both blue and
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white backlights, fade off and on to draw attention to the sphere: first
when it becomes an idealized image of the sun, and secondly when it
represents the Earth.
A 3' x 12' diagram of cell division is suspended from the ceiling on
pulleys. Towards the end of the piece it is lowered ceremoniously to
indicate the emergence of life on the planet.
FILMS
A stop-action film of the sun in rotation was purchased from
American Science and Engineering, Inc., of Cambridge,
Massachusetts. It was made from shots taken from the 1973 Skylab.
One uninterupted section of film was duplicated six times, which in
turn were spliced together to form two 3-minute long sections of
film. These were eventually edited down to a minute and a half each
and projected simultaneously. At the point in the story where the sun
is formed from the Solar Nebula, these are projected simultaneously.
The intention was to create a kind of motion picture altar with the
large air-brushed sphere in the middle and the two suns echoing its
form on the outside.
When the Earth is formed, another "double-barreled" projection of
films appears to the right and left of the sphere. They show one long,
slow pan leading from boulders and rocks to the ocean. The image of
undulating water is held for three to four minutes as green stage lights
fill the room, revealing the organ paintings.
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SLIDES
Special slides are projected to the right and left of the sphere painting
which give the illusion of large, backlit panels. It is within these that
the films are projected. During a sequence when the Solar Nebula is
contracting, these frames are turned off and on in tandem, and
synchronized with the flashing sphere --all of which is given aural
support from drums and an electric bass.
RECORDED SOUND
"Viscera" began with the throbing sound of a cello recorded at high
speed and then slowed down.
The sound of deep animal breathing was simulated on tape and played
at various transition points to add to the biomorhic presence of the
whole piece.
An astronomical process called particle accretion was simulated in
sound and took place in pitch dark. The sounds are of dull
pitter-patter building up to thunderous crashes and booms.
The narrator's voice was pre-recorded and placed on a single tape
with the other sounds.
MUSIC
Except for a modified Byzantine hymn, which was pre-recorded, all
music was written for the piece and played live. As mentioned earlier,
the style ranged from classical to heavy percussion. Echo in the
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performance space inhibited any full use of electric guitars. Flute and
percussion were played improvisationally.
THE COMPLETE PIECE
The performance was very much an experiment from which a lot was
learned about the possibilities for a science/rock theatre. In my eyes
the hybrid felt natural as long as the scientific material fit naturally
into the whole scheme. Where it didn't fit in, one became too
conscious of it as "science," and not as a specific story. Many audience
members found the level of science too obscure, others found it not
rich enough, particularly those from M.I.T. Finding the right balance
shall be a crucial part of any development of the work.
The most welcome criticism was that the piece seemed too short, like
a tease. Many people wanted more. I would like to develop the work
further, lengthening it to an hour and a half. In the present form the
piece finishes with a glance at our organs in tropical green light. It
could be an excellent starting point for a whole development of the
body. Dance and movement could be brought in. Attention could be
drawn to our actual living condition, pulling the audience into an
awareness of themselves as they sit, watching. Then I'd like to lead
them into an awareness of our human capacity to live by a culturally
constructed reality. On paper, this concept may seem too complex to
present to a general audience, but it could be handled affectively,
perhaps by at some point eliminating all images entirely. Then, when
the images return, their surreality might be amplified.
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Technical proficiency with the performance apparatus, and thorough
familiarity with the music and movement is essential to a sense of
confidence in the performance. However, it should never become
routine. The spirit of live rock should always be strived for.
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CONCLUSION
TOWARDS A THEATRE OF COMMUNION
In his classic book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas
Kuhn demonstrates that science is not an objective, unified body of
knowledge, but an evolving network of theory and practise. The
followers of science, from the layman to the nobel prize winner,
exhibit varying intensities and types of belief. But whatever the
particular form, belief exists. Science can be seen as a vast culture that
permeates our society like acidophilus in yogurt. As in a religion,
there are no cut and dried truths in science, only a potential for
focusing human thought, feeling, and energy.
In Towards a Rational Society, Jn'rgen Habermas sees one of the basic
qualities of the age of science to be the systems of control which are
replete through all its technological, political, and economic
institutions. This he calls purposive-rational action. This is a
significant departure from Kuhn who was mostly interested in the
production of knowledge. Habermas sees knowledge as just one
element in a network of systems which, in our society, are ultimately
geared towards the control of human experience, and the ascendency
of purely cognitive mental processes.
Jabermas identifies a second major system of relationships, which he
calls communicative action. This is characterized by cooperation, and
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interaction, which in many ways runs counter to purposive-rational
action.
In trying to understand the loss of purpose in modern western life, we
can borrow Habermas' terminology. It seems we are overly steeped
in purposive-rational action and find little room in our daily control
of events to let the world affect us. We cannot settle into a deep
emotional faith on such a basis.
Rock music has been discussed and shown to be a highly affective
medium. The spunk and rhythm which rock inherited from black
America, can be seen as a kind of antidote to the deadening, if not
oppressive, forces of domination in our culture. Likewise, as a mode
of experience, pure science leads into a more open relationship with
nature. At its best, pure science provides a contact with reality which
is an end in itself, shrugging aside the shackles of utilitarianism and
purposive-rational action.
Finally, the potential to integrate the diagram language of science
with rock music in the context of multimedia performance has been
considered. These two antidotes to purposive-rational action have the
potential to bring out the best in each other. Where rock music would
bring out the quiet passion in pure science, science would lend
intellectual depth and a sense of veracity to rock and roll. The
ultimate glory of such a theatre would be to establish a sense of
communion with both the universe as well as our immediate human
community.
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APPENDIX ONE:
THE HEART IN THE LANGUAGE OF
DIAGRAMS
The development of the human organ paintings
featured in "Viscera" was of some significance
in relation to Chapter One's discussion of
paradigm-based truth. In order to produce
images of human organs which could serve as
"deities" in the theatre-as-temple scheme, a kind
of platonic ideal was constructed for each organ
by "averaging" popular, diagrammatic, and
idealized representations of the heart. Images of
generalized organs were collected from medical
and biology textbooks and analysed to
determine what formal qualities they had in
common. Image properties such as shape,
orientation, detail, stylization, and texture were
considered.
The following three pages feature eighteen
heart diagrams from which a final, refined
air-brushed painting was derived. It was hoped
that the combination of large size (4' x 7),
environmental context, and diagrammatic
veracity, would combine to produce a sense of
transcendence in the organ.
Other organs produced in this way were the
pancreas, the liver, the kidneys, the bladder, the
spleen, and the stomach.
It should be noted that color for the heart, as
with all the organs, was derived from a series of
colored diagrams which were collected and
analysed in the same manner.
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HEART STUDIES
The following four drawings are a sample of
studies made by the author to arrive at an image
which best represents the range of heart
diagrams in the last three pages. The heart on
page 59 was the basis for a 4' x 7' color
air-brush diagram, which appeared in
"Viscera". Like the form, color was chosen to
approximate the generic coloration of a number
of textbook illustrations.
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APPENDIX TWO:
ITEMS FROM "VISCERA" PERFORMANCE
page 61: Poster
page 62: Program Notes
page 63: Plan of Set
page 64: Initial Flow-Chart
page 74: Final Flow-Chart
A multi-media reflection
on our geological
and biological
origins
8 PM
Thursday, April 24
Friday, April 25
1986
The Center for Advanced Visual Studies, MIT
40 Massachusetts Ave. (corner to Amherst St.)
Produced by Ebon Fisher
with a grant from the
MIT Council for the Arts
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VISCERA
Conceived and directed by Ebon Fisher
in collaboration with the cast.
Arrangement and direction of live music: Julio Friedmann.
Paintings, films, slides, lights, and set: Ebon Fisher.
Audiotape effects and final tape mix: Michael Billow.
Byzantine hymn arranged and sung by Michael Billow.
Cello, recorded sounds: Brad Sagarin.
Electric bass: Sandro Carella.
Electric guitar: Julio Friedmann.
Trombone: Rico Poyner.
Flute: Lisa Porter.
Percussion: Rick Berry and Ebon Fisher.
Narrator: Allistra Eccles
Soundtrack played by David Root.
Film of the sun: NASA, 1973 Skylab.
Technical assistance: Bob Rosinski (projected frames), David Atherton
(audio assistance).
Thanks to the Center for Advanced Visual Studies, the Film/Video dept.,
and the Visible Language Workshop at MIT. Thanks to Chris von Baeyer,
and Susan Sabini.
VISCERA was made possible with financial assistance from
the MIT Council for the Arts, and the MIT Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Project.
VISCERA is to be developed and extended. Any suggestions would
be most welcome. Call Ebon at 547-0471 or 253-4406/6849.
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GENERAL STRUCTURE
WORDS
SOUNDS
IMAGES
THEME
RHYTHM
NARRATOR
PROJECTED
TEXT
RECORDED
SOUND
MUSIC/
PERFORMERS
FILM
SLIDES
LIGHTS
MINUTES
Condition at Start
This provides a general
Impression of the performance
rhythm
Pre-recorded woman's voice,
synthetically modified to
become other-worldly, yet not
so strange that it loses a sense
of benevolence.
Text is projected onto sphere
with slide projector.
Note generated by cello, slowed
to drone by tape-recorder. Sound
and vibration embrace room.
Brad at Cello: plunking sounds.
Rest of cast waiting on loft for
audience.
Clothing: Dark, comfortable,
stage-hand type.
woudplaced to left a right
ofshrsuggesting back-lit,
No light in theatre except spillage from
slides. HALL LIGHTS should be dim.
INITIAL FLOW-CHART FOR VISCERA
m.
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Introduction 1: Solar System
ABSTRACT GAS COMPRESSION -abstract
A great nebula...compressed
by outside forces...
eventually implodes...
due to its own gravity...
..... ..... .. .. .... .... .....
Low cello note continues
at lower volume.
Performers w/ tiny flash- when most of the audience Is settled
lights usher in audience. VoIces, cello.
When room over 1/2 full,
Rico to corner( ) and makes
mouthpiece sound.
7:55:00 Pl 8:00:00
,~=Tiv ~
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SOLAR NEBULA COLLAPSES
"An unknown cosmic event "Within the interior,
cornpresses the Solar Nebula pressure increased....
It begins to collapse in on Heat increased."
itself...
The Solar Nebula collapses
for millions of years..."
[Temperature:
ouer 10 million keluli
Voices and music Percussion: tick tick tick Percussion: tick tick tick(increasing intensity).
pheres appear and begin -1heres got redder
to turn red, followin voice
Blue arrows
disapear--
8:02:15 8:02:45 8:03:15
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THE SUN PAUSE
"And the heat increases"
Iflgdrgen Nuclei Fuss!
"And the heat increases"
INucisar Remctional
"And the heat increases"
(see brackets above
for projected text)
Cello drone increased
just before end of sun
film
Percussion, tick tick tick* Percussion kicks In. All performers and music-
(increasing Intensity) Other sounds laid over: cello? tans silent.
-guitar?
(maybe a reduced percussion?)
8:03:45 8:04:00 8:07:00
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2: The Plnet
FLASH PARTICLE ACCRETION
"The sun burns- "Far from the powerfulgravity of the new star...
a massive volume
of gas and particles contin-
ues to orbit... Within that
cloud the planet is born...
*' Cello drone cut.
Trombone blares the instant
lights are on.
Drums.
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Accretion *1 Accretion #2
Irarticles collidei IConglomeratons of
particles collidel
The sounds or tiny particles The sounds of tiny particles The sounds of particles
colliding fade in slowly colliding is now distinct, colliding becomes louder &
-in stereo or quad. thicker, indicating heavier
(the sound should surround particles.
audience).
8:07:35 8:07:50 8:08:05
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Accretion #3 Accretion #4 Settling of Protoplanet
Iterger bodies colldel [Flinal collislon] Iirtopienet is formnei
............. w.............................w.........
The sounds of bombarding The sounds of massive The sounds of massive
things. collision, settling.
8:08:20 8:08:35 8:08:50
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COMPRESSION EARTH CRUST OCEANS
... ............
....................
..................................
............ . .........
..............
.. ........ ...
.... ... ........ .. 
......... ...... .... ..........  .... ..
..................... ............ ..... ... .. ... : .... ...... .. ....  .
4 I
Sounds of gurgling water
(slowed down) fades in.
Transitional sound:
percussion.
8:09:00O
4 1
Earth music Water music
8:09:l0 8:10:00
I1 8:09:10 
1 8:10: 00
1 8:09:00
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iOCEANS CELL DIVISION
Muffled sounds of:
The liver the pancreas...
the stomach the kidneys
the heart... -repeated over
and over again.
Gurgling water continues. Gurgling water off suddenly.
Cassette recorders with
dripping sounds are turned
on.
Two performers lower
CELL DIVISION painting over
sphere painting.
to fd intGRFilm of water goes out ofw 
o
- ocus, then fades out.
GREENspher fade in-GREEN sphere f ades of f.
SlI de Frames fade off.
Sphere backlight begins GREEN backlight on full.
to fade In GREEN 2 SpotlIights are wheeled out into
___.__ __ _ _ __.__ middle of roomn, trained on CELL
8:1 1:30 8:1 1:40 8:1 1:50
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THE VISCERA/the End
Narrators voice becomes
clearer and clearer until
fully recognizable.
Repeats names of viscera
over and over with
full clarity.
Performers gently inform
individuals they may leave
when they wish.
room turning on lIits with
GREEN gels. Back light still on.
8:1205
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-FINAL FLOW-CHART for "VISCERA"
Spring, 1986
CEUDDRONE
(audience settles)
FLUTE BEGINS WARBLE
after 10 secs. CELLO DRONE cut
FLUTE continues another 10 secs.
TAPE: [purr sound]
Turning slowly, particles and gas press outward.
[modified Byzantine hymn]
Turning and full, the Solar Nebula.
For eons, the Solar Nebula.
FLUTE WARBLE, 5 secs.
ELEC. GUITAR: 2 twangs.
DRUM BEAT
ARRO WSAPPEARCNSPHERE
DRUM BEAT
ARFOWSCFF
DRUM BEAT
ARcOVSCN
SPHERE LIGHTINCREASES, THEN DIMINISHES
TAPE: A change.
A change in pressure.
Gravity pulls inwards.
ELEC. GUITAR: 2 twangs.
SLIDE FRAMES OFFwith DRUM BEAT
DRUM BEAT
ARROWSCFF
TAPE: Collapse into the center.
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Flow-chart cont.
[full purr sound] SPHERE increase/decrease
[purr cut short] SPHERE increase/cut
SLIDE FRAMES ON/DRUM BEATS/SPHERE FADING OFF/ON etc.
after 15 secs. CONGAS gradually increase volume
(3 min. IMPROVISATION with CONGAS, DRUM, and
LIGHTS/SLIDES)
Towards end of improvisation both FILMS are turned on
showing DOTTED CIRCLES, which fade on and then off. After
10 secs. SUNS appear.
IMPROVISATION CUT WHEN SUN FILMS ARE OFF
-MLEnT FLASH 1 sec.
FLASH includes BLARING TROMBONE, FLUTE, GUITARS
After FLASH nothing left except lit SPHERE, which tapers off
during tape.
TAPE: Nuclei fuse. Continuous nuclear reactions. The center
of the collapse.....
Far from the burning a great volume
of gas and particles continues to turn.
Particles collide and combine.
[particle accretion sounds --"plops" to "booms"]
(quietly during TAPE: change to blue, middle projector on,
near end of tape BLUE BACKLIGHTfades on behind sphere)
BLUE-GREENSPHERE appears.
Cast: "Shhhh" "shhh" "sh" "shhhhh", etc.
TAPE: There is a planet.
"shhhs" continue and then taper off.
EARTH MUSIC BEGINS (flute, trombone, guitars, cello)
BLUE SLIDE FRAMES appear with FILMS OF ROCKS
As FILMS change to slow pan of water, music changes to
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Flow-chart cont.
water theme.
Near end of music, a Gregorian-type chant. SOUNDS OF
DRIPPING are turned on (and continue to end).
MUSIC over.
TAPE: [garbled sounds of "the pancreas, the liver", etc.]
Meanwhile CELL DIVISION painting is lowered, to be seen
above sphere. GREEN HOUSE LIGHTS fade on. (organs now seen)
Tape of "...the liver, the heart, the kidneys, the uterus, etc."
becomes clear and then fades out.
Finally nothing but the sound of dripping water in the green
light, surrounded by the organ, sphere, and cell division
paintings.
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APPENDIX THREE:
STUDIES FOR SCIENTIFIC DIAGRAMS IN
PUBLIC SPACES
The following drawings are a sample from a
notebook kept by the author over the last three
years. They comprise photocopied diagrams
placed in drawn indoor environments.
Diagrams were selected which were formally
well-structured and/or representationally
ambiguous and suggestive. Environments were
drawn around these images to study their
emotive power in a new scale and context.
These drawings are a means to explore new
diagrams and themes for future paintings,
installations, and performances.
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FJCURE 16.1 Regeneration of the
forelimb In the adult of riturS
virdescens.
Fla. 2. Dendritic frees of eighteen neurons from cat olfactory cortex. lbe vertical
bar adjacent to the center neuron. upper row. is a 100 ym calibration marker. The
cells shown here are computer read-outs of projection drawings made from Guigt
Inmpregnated neurons; from an unpublished study by Charles Anderson and the
author.
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C
1 anterior cerebral artery
antenof communicating artwy
3 midde cerebal artery
4 internal carotid artery
5 superior cerebeilar artery
6 poterior cerebelar artery
7 enternal auditory artery
a
10
11
13
13
14
poterior ner.or cerebelar anery
antenor spinal artery
vertebrat angry
angeror matieor cereberla aney
ba*da artery
poIweror Communicating angry
anterior choro$dat anery
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